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Cryogenic telescope is a powerful opportunity

Comparing low-emissivity 300 K system to zodiacal light 
background is about a factor of 1 million, e.g. at 60 microns.  
Sensitivity is the square root of brightness, speed is this ratio.

Daytime to darkest 20% at Mauna 
Kea:  V-band brightness ratio is 30 
million

188 D.J. BENFORD ET AL.

Figure 7. Intensity of natural sky background in a diffraction limited beam of unity bandwidth; the
region from 50–500 µm is particularly dark.

Figure 8. The total sky background compared with the emission of telescopes of 5% emissivity.

this intensity limit, the telescope must be cold: 4 K to be equal to the sky background
(Figure 8). An optimally sensitive telescope for operation in the far-infrared such
as SAFIR must be this cold.

Of course, there are other limits to ultimate sensitivity besides the photon noise
limit presented above. In the case of broadband observations in the far-infrared,

Benford et al. 2004
SAFIR study



PRIMA Low Resolution Spectroscopy

3.6°

HerMES Lockman Survey Field with Herschel SPIRE:
250, 350, 500 microns  S. Oliver, J. Bock et al.

Every pixel in the map has emission
Dusty galaxies at redshifts of ~1 to ~3 – the peak of cosmic star 
formation history.



PRIMA Low Resolution Spectroscopy
Low-resolution spectroscopy with PRIMA

1-4From First Light to Life

complement to tracer molecules such as carbon monoxide (CO), which rely on an uncertain calibra-
tion and are only visible along sightlines with high column density (typically, Av >1). Indeed, Herschel 
observations by Pineda et al. (2017) have demonstrated that up to half the molecular gas in the Milky 
Way may be in a “CO-dark” phase and invisible to traditional mm-wave surveys. !e metal-poor mo-
lecular gas that is found in nearby dwarf galaxies and expected in the early Universe is dominated by a 
“CO-dark” phase of molecular gas (e.g. Cormier et al. 2019).

Meanwhile, small dust grains are measured via broad emission bands from Polycyclic Aromatic 
Hydrocarbons (PAHs), that are stochastically heated by individual photons and subsequently emit a 
distinct pattern of broad features in the infrared (3-20 µm). Larger grains are detected via emission 
and absorption bands from silicate dust and far-infrared continuum emission from grains in thermal 
equilibrium with their environments (Table 1-1). !e PAH features indicate redshift, UV flux (and 
hence star formation rate), and the presence of an AGN, which destroys them. !e temperature and 
luminosity of the larger grains is related to the star formation rate. 

!e important lines and dust features lie in a large wavelength gap between JWST and ALMA, 
which Origins fills (Figure 1-2). 

Figure 1-1: (Above) Origins measures the redshifts, star forma-
tion rates, black hole accretion rates, and metal and dust content 
in galaxies. The infrared spectrum of the nearby active galaxy, Cir-
cinus (see inset), is shown using Infrared Space Observatory data 
(Moorwood, 1999). Emission lines from highly ionized gas heated 
by the central active nucleus are marked in red, those coming from 
gas heated by young stars are marked in blue, and those from warm 
molecular gas are marked in green. PAH molecules are excited by 
UV photons, and emit broad features in the mid-infrared, through 
bending and stretching modes. 
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Figure 1-2: (Right column) The spectral reach of Origins over cosmic time.  Schematic representation of how the key spectral diagnostic 
features of AGN (red), star formation (blue), and energetic feedback (green) move through the wide bandpass of the Origins Survey Spec-
trometer (OSS) with look-back time.  Origins can measure all of these important processes over the entire history of galaxy evolution, !lling 
in a key gap in wavelength and discovery space between JWST and ALMA.

….Hundreds to 
thousands of individual 
galaxies, and/or large 
spectral maps.
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equilibrium with their environments (Table 1-1). !e PAH features indicate redshift, UV flux (and 
hence star formation rate), and the presence of an AGN, which destroys them. !e temperature and 
luminosity of the larger grains is related to the star formation rate. 

!e important lines and dust features lie in a large wavelength gap between JWST and ALMA, 
which Origins fills (Figure 1-2). 

Figure 1-1: (Above) Origins measures the redshifts, star forma-
tion rates, black hole accretion rates, and metal and dust content 
in galaxies. The infrared spectrum of the nearby active galaxy, Cir-
cinus (see inset), is shown using Infrared Space Observatory data 
(Moorwood, 1999). Emission lines from highly ionized gas heated 
by the central active nucleus are marked in red, those coming from 
gas heated by young stars are marked in blue, and those from warm 
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Figure 1-2: (Right column) The spectral reach of Origins over cosmic time.  Schematic representation of how the key spectral diagnostic 
features of AGN (red), star formation (blue), and energetic feedback (green) move through the wide bandpass of the Origins Survey Spec-
trometer (OSS) with look-back time.  Origins can measure all of these important processes over the entire history of galaxy evolution, !lling 
in a key gap in wavelength and discovery space between JWST and ALMA.

Example Field-Filling Spatial / Spectral 
Surveys: Deep, Medium
A data cube with every pixel having a 
spectrum
Source confusion not an issue for spectral 
lines.   E.g. M. Bonato+ 2019

Low-resolution spectroscopy with PRIMA
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complement to tracer molecules such as carbon monoxide (CO), which rely on an uncertain calibra-
tion and are only visible along sightlines with high column density (typically, Av >1). Indeed, Herschel 
observations by Pineda et al. (2017) have demonstrated that up to half the molecular gas in the Milky 
Way may be in a “CO-dark” phase and invisible to traditional mm-wave surveys. !e metal-poor mo-
lecular gas that is found in nearby dwarf galaxies and expected in the early Universe is dominated by a 
“CO-dark” phase of molecular gas (e.g. Cormier et al. 2019).

Meanwhile, small dust grains are measured via broad emission bands from Polycyclic Aromatic 
Hydrocarbons (PAHs), that are stochastically heated by individual photons and subsequently emit a 
distinct pattern of broad features in the infrared (3-20 µm). Larger grains are detected via emission 
and absorption bands from silicate dust and far-infrared continuum emission from grains in thermal 
equilibrium with their environments (Table 1-1). !e PAH features indicate redshift, UV flux (and 
hence star formation rate), and the presence of an AGN, which destroys them. !e temperature and 
luminosity of the larger grains is related to the star formation rate. 

!e important lines and dust features lie in a large wavelength gap between JWST and ALMA, 
which Origins fills (Figure 1-2). 

Figure 1-1: (Above) Origins measures the redshifts, star forma-
tion rates, black hole accretion rates, and metal and dust content 
in galaxies. The infrared spectrum of the nearby active galaxy, Cir-
cinus (see inset), is shown using Infrared Space Observatory data 
(Moorwood, 1999). Emission lines from highly ionized gas heated 
by the central active nucleus are marked in red, those coming from 
gas heated by young stars are marked in blue, and those from warm 
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Figure 1-2: (Right column) The spectral reach of Origins over cosmic time.  Schematic representation of how the key spectral diagnostic 
features of AGN (red), star formation (blue), and energetic feedback (green) move through the wide bandpass of the Origins Survey Spec-
trometer (OSS) with look-back time.  Origins can measure all of these important processes over the entire history of galaxy evolution, !lling 
in a key gap in wavelength and discovery space between JWST and ALMA.
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PRIMA:  Simple all-aluminum spectrometers

3-3From First Light to Life

• Slit length on sky: at least 100 diffraction-limited beams for bands 1-5, and 75 beams for band 6 
(this provides margin – not all of this optical field is used in the baseline design because of readout 
limitations).

• Intrinsic spectrometer resolving power l/∆l of at least 300 over a 1:1.75 bandwidth.
• Strehl >80% (goal >90%) imaging to a focal plane that images a 1.15 l/D spatial × R=300 spectral 

element (band-averaged) onto an area no smaller than 0.25 mm2 (to enable multiplexed detector 
readout).
No constraints are placed on distortion in the focal plane (or ‘smile’), the non-linearity of a single 

spatial position’s spectrum as imaged by the system, since the system has a 2D focal plane that can be 
customized to the optical configuration. $e size and mass of the short-wavelength gratings are driven 
primarily by the pixel pitch and thus the array size, while the long-wavelength modules are driven by 
the size of the grating. Figure 3-2 shows the shortest and longest of the grating module designs. No-
tional detector array formats are tabulated for each band in Table 3-1, under the assumption of 1.13 fl 
sampling spatially by R=300 sampling spectrally. $is proof of concept design is not currently opti-
mized. As is typical of wideband grating systems that use a large incidence angle, the systems are highly 
anamorphic, with spatial f/# much faster (∼2×) than the spectral f/#. Pixels are therefore rectangular, 
elongated in the spatial direction. Additionally, the physical size of an R=300 bin changes across the 
band, so each focal plane will have at least two spectral pitches across the full band to preserve a given 
fractional bandwidth per pixel – the tabulated spectral pitches are average values.

Interferometer Design: $e design of the interferometer (Figure 3-3) is driven by the need to 
incorporate high spectral resolution at the long OSS wavelengths while maintaining the excellent 
sensitivity and multi-band capability of the base grating suite. $e approach is to intercept and in-
terfere the light from a small field before sending it to the grating modules for detection. $is insures 
that the excellent sensitivity to spectral lines provided by the R=ν/δν = 300 detector bandwidth is 
preserved; the system can be considered as an extreme implementation of a band-limited Fourier 
Transform Spectrometer (FTS).

$e baseline design has a 30 cm physical throw providing 2.4 meters of optical path difference 
between the arms of the interferometer. $is provides a wavelength-dependent maximum resolving 
power of 43,000 x [112 microns / λ], which provides a good match to expected linewidths of the HD 
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Figure 3-2: Grating module designs for Bands 1 (left) and 6 (right), the shortest and longest-wavelength bands in OSS. In both cases the 
f/14.4 telescope focus is shown,  positioned at the input slit for band 6, and the conjugate to it for Band 1. The grating optical designs and 
focal-plane dimensions shown here represent larger focal planes than are currently baselined (pixel count is limited by readout), and the 
optics accommodate these, thereby allowing for an upscope. Band 1 in particular can accommodate a large slit – up to 250 beams. The Band 
6 focal plane uses the four spatial !elds above and below the center, which is obscured by the grating.

Fig 2 Grating module designs for Bands 1 (left) and 6 (right), the shortest and longest-wavelength bands in OSS. In
both cases the f/14.4 telescope focus is shown, positioned at the input slit for band 6, and the conjugate to it for Band
1. The grating optical designs and focal-plane dimensions shown here represent larger focal planes than are currently
baselined (pixel count is limited by readout), and the optics accommodate these, thereby allowing for an upscope.
Band 1 in particular can accommodate a large slit up to 250 beams. The Band 6 focal plane uses the four spatial fields
above and below the center, which is obscured by the grating.

Table 1 OSS R=300 Grating Backends
Parameter Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Dtel sclg
� [µm] 25–44 42–74 71–124 119–208 200–350 336–589
Beam size [arcsec] 1.41 2.38 4.0 6.7 11.3 19.0 / D�1

Slit length [arcmin] 2.7 4.0 4.7 7.9 10.7 13.6 / D�1

Instantaneous FOV [sq deg] 1.43e-5 3.5e-5 7.2e-5 2.0e-4 4.6e-4 9.7e-4 / D�2

Array size [mm], spectral ⇥ spatial 67⇥78 67⇥57 67⇥62 210⇥115 210⇥141 255⇥127
Array format spectral ⇥ spatial 168⇥95 168⇥83 168⇥60 168⇥60 168⇥48 140⇥36
Pixel pitch [mm], spectral ⇥ spatial 0.40⇥0.81 0.40⇥0.69 0.40⇥1.0 1.25⇥1.9 1.25⇥2.9 1.5⇥3.5

Per-beam sensitivities — includes
p
2⇥ penalty for chopping / modulation (w/ OST FSM)

Point source line sens [Wm
�2, 5�, 1h] 5.0e-21 3.9e-21 3.3e-21 3.7e-21 3.2e-21 5.9e-21 / D�2

Line surf bright sens [Wm
�2

sr
�1, 5�, 1h] 1.7e-10 4.7e-11 1.4e-11 5.6e-12 1.7e-12 1.0e-12 / D0

Point source R=4 cont. sens [µJy, 5�, 1h] 2.5 3.2 4.6 8.7 12. 39. / D�2

Point source mapping speeds — here perfect background subtraction is assumed
Map. spd [deg2/(10�19

Wm
�2

)
2/sec] 3.2e-6 1.3e-5 3.7e-5 8.2e-5 2.6e-4 1.5e-4 / D2

Map. spd [deg2/[µJy]2/sec] 1.3e-9 1.9e-9 1.9e-9 1.5e-9 1.6e-9 3.5e-10 / D2

Pt. sce map depth, given field, given time see example tables below / D�1

Intensity mapping sensitivity (noise. equiv. intensity / sqrt(Nbeams))
NEI /

p
Nmodes [MJy/sr/

p
sec], 1� 0.57 0.29 0.17 0.11 0.063 0.075 / D0

Numbers are for the Origins 5.9-meter telescope, they can be scaled per the last column, under the
assumption that the number of pixels (the optical A⌦ or étendu) is fixed. Notes: Sensitivities assume
single-polarization instruments with a product of cold transmission and detector efficiency of 0.25, and an
aperture efficiency of 0.72. Field of view is based on number of beams and a solid angle of ⇡

4 ln 2 ✓
2
FWHM,

where ✓FWHM is 1.13�/D, appropriate for an assumed 10dB edge taper. Pixel pitches are average values
for each band (see text).

• Strehl >80% (goal >90%) imaging to a focal plane that images a 1.15 �/D spatial ⇥R=300125

spectral element (band-averaged) onto an area no smaller than 0.25 mm2 (to enable multi-126

plexed detector readout).127

7

Example design for Band 1, in progress.
(MB, Bruce Cameron @ JPL)
Enclosure cooled to ~1K.
Array will be cooled to 50 to 100 mK.

Spitzer infrared spectrograph  

Low-res spectra 
R=60-120.

J. Houck



PRIMA
The PRobe far-Infrared Mission for Astrophysics

Imaging / Polarimetry:  ~10 to 300 μm

• Mapping speed: ~10 (!"#
!

$%&')
(

)*+,

- )
./0

-
(Extragalactic confusion limited for 𝞴>70 μm).

PRIMA factsheet version 1.1, 22 Feb 2022

Line Surface Brightness Sensitivity
(for mapping ISM in Milky Way & nearby gals., low-res mode)

300
900

600

Low-res mode

Low-res mode

Medium-resolution capability using 
addition to low-resolution gratings:
same 25-330 μm band.
• Available resolving power:  up to 
5000-8000.
• Sensitivity range: 5𝜎, 1 hour of 10-19

to 2x10-18 W/m2 per spectral resolution 
element (or unresolved line).
• Mapping speed in medium-res mode: 
modest, to be determined, depends on 
R desired.  

Base low-resolution spectroscopy w/ wideband gratings:  ~25 to 330 μm.
• Resolving power 60 to 250.
• Unprecedented line surface brightness sensitivity (bottom center figure).
• Spectral-line sensitivity when pointed:  5𝜎, 1 hour of  5x10-20 to 2x10-19 W/m2 (top right).
• Full instantaneous coverage of at least one ~octave bandwidth spectrometer band at a 
time, multiple bands simultaneously on source is a goal.
• Mapping speed: 10-1 to 10-4 sq degrees per hour to 3x10-19 W/m2  (bottom right figure).

Potential instrumentation capabilities:

Contact with questions: 
Jason Glenn   (jason.glenn@nasa.gov),
Matt Bradford   (matt.bradford@jpl.nasa.gov)

Preliminary

Preliminary

Preliminary

A community-driven general-observer-accessible far-IR-optimized 
observatory for 2030.
• JPL implementation lead, GSFC key contributions.
• International partnerships in development.
• A cryogenic telescope with a target aperture of 2-3 meters.
Science and hardware formulation underway – inputs welcome.

mailto:jason.glenn@nasa.gov
mailto:matt.bradford@jpl.nasa.gov
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To illustrate the transformative power of Origins, Figure 1-26 shows its mass sensitivity as a func-
tion of the expected range of water vapor/ice mass and evolutionary stage. Table 1-10 summarizes the 
primary science objectives related to the goal to understand the development of habitable conditions. 
!ese objectives and the measurements required to accomplish them are described in detail in the 
following sections.

Table 1-11: Water Trail Requirements Flow
Science Objective 1

Measure the water abundance at all evolutionary stages of planet formation and across the range of stellar mass tracing water vapor and ice at all temperatures 
between 10 and 1000 K.

Science Observable
Integrated !uxes and resolved pro"les of water emission lines for planet-forming disks within 400 pc.
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Figure 1-27: Origins provides access to critical molecular tracers, including the HD J=1-0 line at 112 μm, and nearly the full H2O rotational 
spectrum. The wavelength range includes warm water lines between 25 and ~100 μm, and the ground state lines at 179.5 μm and 538 μm. Origins observers will 
use these tracers to quantify the gas mass and the location of water in planet-forming disks. The model protoplanetary disk spectrum above is based on Blevins et al. 
2016, rendered at 4-660 μm and at a uniform 6 km s-1 spectral resolving power, and for a disk distance of 125 pc. Previous spectroscopic observations of disks with 
Spitzer and Herschel were under-resolved, and therefore did not show the dramatic line-to-continuum ratios to be revealed by Origins.

Also shown is a schematic of the di$erent water regions in a planet-forming disk. The main regions include inner disk warm water vapor, midplane ice, and outer disk 
cold (photo-evaporated) water vapor. Origins will probe the water and gas mass content throughout the disk.  (credit: K. Pontoppidan & M. McClure).

Science Requirements
To quantify the water content in planet-forming disks, Origins must be able to perform high-resolution spectroscopy of water lines between 25 and 580 μm with a 
line sensitivity of 5x10-21 W/m2 in 1 hour (5σ). The minimum required spectral resolving power is 25,000. Line tomography of water in nearby disks requires spectral 
resolving powers of at least 200,000 at 179.5 μm and a line sensitivity of 1.5x10-19 W/m2 (5σ).

Water spectrum and HD (mass tracer) unique to far-IR
Question for PRIMA: how does this science scales with spectral resolving power.   

Targeting R of a few 
thousand across the 
band.

R value to be 
determined.  Larger R 
increases instrument 
volume, mass

High Resolution Spectroscopy with PRIMA 



What Drives R? 
Line confusion and continuum calibration

H2O
OH OH

• 1000s of water lines in the FIR spectrum
• Potentially blended with other species 

(OH, CO, HD, hydrides)
• Physical/chemical information tends to be 

in weaker lines (optically thin, rare 
species, isotopologues, etc.)

• à Cleanly separating individual, 
diagnostic molecular lines requires 
R>2000, ideally at least R~5000 at all 
relevant wavelengths.

Herschel-PACS for ~1 Msol stars (R~3000, Blevins et al. 2016) 

Representative spectral range for protoplanetary disk 
around 0.3 Msol star at 160 pc.
2D RT model, noiseless, Gaussian line profile (not 
realistic for FTS)

Pontoppidan



One Approach:  Process light with 
FTS then detect with Gratings.

Image Surface

3. ET1

4. ET2

1. POM1

2. POM2

31. POM4

30. POM3

Confocal
Cassegrains (CC)

Fold Mirrors (F)
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OSS tilted JAC  24-Apr-18 
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FSM

Image Surface1. POM1
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31. POM4
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Confocal
Cassegrains (CC)

Fold Mirrors (F)

Origins 
OSS, but 
PRIMA will 
be 1/10 the 
mass.

4 cm pupil, 
4 cm scan. 

3.5 arcminute 
field.
R of 6k at 112 
microns over 
this field.

FTS advantage: all the light on the detector, good for 
faint sources.  FTS also calibrates well.

Slit alignment 
a separate 
question.
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spectral scale anchored by spectral standards such as absorption-cell measurements and a far-IR laser. 
Once on orbit, the FTS on board OSS is a benefit, as it will provide long-term tracking of the grating 
system spectral response in the unlikely event there is a shift in the spectral response.

Heritage and Maturity
!e heritage of the OSS detector system, and its path to flight readiness, is detailed in the Origins 

Technology Development Plan. !is section details heritage of the other OSS elements, including the 
gratings, Fourier transform interferometer, and etalon. !e grating modules are straightforward bolted 
aluminum systems using diamond-machined mirrors and gratings. !ey have no moving parts. Sim-
ilar approaches have been employed on the Spitzer infrared spectrograph (Figure 3-11 (left)) at even 
shorter (more demanding) wavelengths.

FTSs have been used at these wavelengths in space in multiple instruments. For example, Herschel/
SPIRE used an FTS (Figure 3-11 (right)). SPIRE also used multiple sets of rooftop mirrors on the 
moving stages to provide pathlength amplification.

Scanning Fabry-Perot etalons have been used successfully on ESA’s Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) 
mission; the short-wavelength spectrometer (SWS) and the long-wavelength spectrometer (LWS) on 
ISO had scanning etalons that were operated in front of the diffraction gratings. !ese etalons had 
higher finesse (F = cavity quality factor Q~200 for ISO), and operated at shorter wavelengths than 
the OSS system, for which F=70, and thus they had much more demanding requirements on mirror 
flatness and parallelism. OSS does require a larger clear aperture than ISO, but this is comparable to 
that used on the ground-based submillimeter instrument SPIFI (Bradford et al., 2002, 2003; Oberst et 
al., 2011). Finally, new high-resolution far-IR etalons are now being built for the HIRMES instrument 
on SOFIA (Figure 3-12).

OriginsF138
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Figure 3-11: Previous missions provide 
heritage for the basic approach of the OSS 
elements. The bolted aluminum OSS grating 
spectrometer uses the same approach as the 
Spitzer infrared spectrograph from Houck et 
al., 2004. Its four wideband modules are 
shown at left. The Fourier-transform mod-
ule path-folding approach and mechanism 
use the same approach as in the Herschel 
SPIRE instrument shown at right (Gri!n et 
al., 2010).

OriginsF139
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Figure 3-12: Heritage of scanning etalons 
for far-IR astrophysics. Left shows the dual 
etalon used in the Infrared Space Observa-
tory (ISO) (credit Max Planck Institute for 
Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching).

Footnote: [http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ir/ISO/LesHouches98/tutorial/SWS/sws_image_fp.html]. Right shows an etalon developed at 
Cornell for the HIRMES instrument on SOFIA. It has demonstrated R=100,000 at 112 μm, using an order of 2,000 and a cavity #nesse of 50. 
OSS will use a similar #nesse, but larger cavity spacing. 

Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) dual etalon
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spectral scale anchored by spectral standards such as absorption-cell measurements and a far-IR laser. 
Once on orbit, the FTS on board OSS is a benefit, as it will provide long-term tracking of the grating 
system spectral response in the unlikely event there is a shift in the spectral response.

Heritage and Maturity
!e heritage of the OSS detector system, and its path to flight readiness, is detailed in the Origins 
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gratings, Fourier transform interferometer, and etalon. !e grating modules are straightforward bolted 
aluminum systems using diamond-machined mirrors and gratings. !ey have no moving parts. Sim-
ilar approaches have been employed on the Spitzer infrared spectrograph (Figure 3-11 (left)) at even 
shorter (more demanding) wavelengths.

FTSs have been used at these wavelengths in space in multiple instruments. For example, Herschel/
SPIRE used an FTS (Figure 3-11 (right)). SPIRE also used multiple sets of rooftop mirrors on the 
moving stages to provide pathlength amplification.

Scanning Fabry-Perot etalons have been used successfully on ESA’s Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) 
mission; the short-wavelength spectrometer (SWS) and the long-wavelength spectrometer (LWS) on 
ISO had scanning etalons that were operated in front of the diffraction gratings. !ese etalons had 
higher finesse (F = cavity quality factor Q~200 for ISO), and operated at shorter wavelengths than 
the OSS system, for which F=70, and thus they had much more demanding requirements on mirror 
flatness and parallelism. OSS does require a larger clear aperture than ISO, but this is comparable to 
that used on the ground-based submillimeter instrument SPIFI (Bradford et al., 2002, 2003; Oberst et 
al., 2011). Finally, new high-resolution far-IR etalons are now being built for the HIRMES instrument 
on SOFIA (Figure 3-12).
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Figure 3-11: Previous missions provide 
heritage for the basic approach of the OSS 
elements. The bolted aluminum OSS grating 
spectrometer uses the same approach as the 
Spitzer infrared spectrograph from Houck et 
al., 2004. Its four wideband modules are 
shown at left. The Fourier-transform mod-
ule path-folding approach and mechanism 
use the same approach as in the Herschel 
SPIRE instrument shown at right (Gri!n et 
al., 2010).
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Figure 3-12: Heritage of scanning etalons 
for far-IR astrophysics. Left shows the dual 
etalon used in the Infrared Space Observa-
tory (ISO) (credit Max Planck Institute for 
Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching).

Footnote: [http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ir/ISO/LesHouches98/tutorial/SWS/sws_image_fp.html]. Right shows an etalon developed at 
Cornell for the HIRMES instrument on SOFIA. It has demonstrated R=100,000 at 112 μm, using an order of 2,000 and a cavity #nesse of 50. 
OSS will use a similar #nesse, but larger cavity spacing. 

Other approach:  Etalon (Fabry-
Perot) inserted inside each grating 
module.   G. Stacey talk Friday.
Benefits:   
Uniform R, 
More compact each one since path folding.
Drawbacks:
Requires one per module, so 4 or 5.
Requires scanning to get full spectrum.

Flight Heritage for both

SPIRE far-IR submillimeter FTS.

SOFIA HIRMES etalon from Stacey group @ 
Cornell:  R=100,000 at 112 microns, F=50.  



Sensitivities in High-Res mode
(Tsys =2 h𝝂/k) 
in 3 km/s bin

Includes Scanning

VIPA

Tsys =500 K at CII in 
3 km/s bin



Key Enabling Technology is Detector Arrays
Sensitive detectors for the far-IR have no commercial providers – must be build by 
science / technology community.  

JPL and NASA, NIST have invested over the last 2 decades – now paying dividends.
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operation, the high-TC thermistor is fully 
superconducting and does not impact detector function or 
performance. Dual-thermistor designs have been used in all JPL TES 
bolometer focal planes for CMB experiments. 

Frequency-Domain Multiplexer. Incoming radiation 
modulates the current through the voltage-biased thermistor. This 
current passes through a coil that couples magnetically to a 50 mK 
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) to produce 
a voltage output. Each detector is in series with an inductive-
capacitive (LC) resonant circuit that defines a unique operating 
frequency. A frequency domain multiplexer (FDM) (Hijmering et al. 
2016) biases each detector at its specific frequency and couples 
multiple detectors into a SQUID by summing them at the SQUID 
input coil. The SQUID output is sent to warm electronics, 
demodulated using the known bias frequencies, and then stored. The 
BLISS FDM approach multiplexes up to 176 detectors on a single 
frequency comb operating between 1–4 MHz, so only six SQUIDs 
and 48 wires are required at the 50 mK stage to read out each 900-
detector array, a reduction of >99% relative to a non-multiplexed 
system. An additional set of six 1.8 K SQUIDs is located at the GM 
housing to drive the cable back to the warm electronics in the 

spacecraft. Adding these SQUIDs 
brings the total wire count to 84 wires 
per GM. All LC chips, 50 mK 
SQUIDs, and 1.8 K SQUIDs are 
contributed to BLISS by SRON. 
SRON has demonstrated the required 
FDM capabilities and is using the 
same FDM architecture on 
ATHENA (Table E.1-5, §J.9.1.3.4). 

E.1.2.3 Thermo-Mechanical 
Design 

The thermal system meets its requirements with >100% heat lift 
margin at each temperature stage (Fig. E.1-7). The GM housings and 
optics are cooled to 1.8 K by a cold finger provided by SAFARI, 
using heat lift from SPICA’s closed cycle Joule-Thomson (J-T) 
coolers. Each GM housing is suspended from the SAFARI 4.8 K 
instrument bench by three thermally-isolating T300 carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer (CFRP) bipods with Ti end fittings (§J.9.1.5.2). 
The bipods are designed so that the entire MPV GM mass can be 
supported against launch loads in any direction by a single tube. 

 
Figure E.1-6. (photograph a) Prototype 5 × 55 detector subarray with 94% pixel yield. (micrograph b) 
Prototype demonstrates design value spatial pixel pitch (4.2 mm) and spectral pitch (0.99 mm). 
(micrograph c) Bolometer design is identical for both GMs, all subarrays, and all pixels within a subarray. 
Four 0.35 µm wide × 0.25 µm thick × 1 mm long silicon nitride support beams provide thermal isolation to 
a silicon nitride island. A 300 µm × 300 µm x 8 nm tantalum film absorber couples to incoming radiation 
with low heat capacity. The thermistor is a superconducting 50 µm × 50 µm Ti(40 nm)/Au(150 nm) bilayer. 
The series titanium thermistor was not included in this prototype. 

Table E.1-4. TES CBE performance meets all 
requirements, including NEPelec ≤ 2 × 10-19 W/Hz1/2 

(Table F.1-2), Psat ≥ 0.5 fW (Table D.2-4), and 
 ≤ 1 ( *(5 Hz)) = 32 ms (Table E.1-1). 

Parameter Design Value 
Noise Equivalent Power 
NEPelec ≈ (0.6*4kBGTC2)1/2 

1.1 × 10-19 W/Hz1/2 (Fig. F.1-2, 
Beyer et al. 2012) 

Saturation power Psat 1.5 fW (Beyer et al. 2014) 
1/e response time  10 ms (16 Hz) (Fig. F.1-2) 
Transition Temperature TC 105 mK (Fig. F.1-4) 
Thermal conductance G 35 fW/K (Beyer et al. 2012) 
Normal resistance RN 50 m  (Fig. F.1-4) 
Operating resistance 25 m  
Heat capacity C 12 fJ/K (Fig. F.1-3) 
α = (dlogR/dlogTC) 150 (Fig. F.1-4) 
Noise Equivalent Current 19 pA/Hz1/2 ( > 3 × SQ. Noise) 

Table E.1-5. Demonstrated 
FDM characteristics (Hijmering 
et al. 2016). 

Parameter Value 
# channels / circuit 176 
Carrier frequency range 1–4 MHz 
Frequency spacing 16 kHz 
LC filter quality Q, unloaded > 20000 
LC filter quality, loaded  1300 
Available signal bandwidth < 500 Hz 
Noise Equivalent Current 6 pA/Hz1/2 

BL iSS 

Sensitive Far-IR Detectors:
• Use superconductivity in one form or 

another
• Operate at temperatures of 50-100 mK
• Require microdevices fabrication 

professionals and low-temperature 
physics expertise. Bolometer arrays for the microwave background work.

Fielded on the ground and in balloons.  Here 512 total pixels
Works great, but PRIMA requires greater sensitivity & 
number.

Example devices built for far-IR space sensitivities.



Imaging with PRIMA

• Powerful opportunity for:
• Wide-field coverage:  tens to hundreds of square degrees.
• Excellent depth, can resolve the CIB at ~50-100 microns.
• Narrow-band spectrophotometry (figure), can provide PAH redshifts.
• Multi-band dust polarimetry.

• Collaborating with French (D. Burgarella / L. Ciesla, et al.) / Dutch (W. Jellema 
/ P. Roelfsema) / European consortium that is working to develop 
PRIMA imager.

Planck

HAWC+ 
SOFIA



Key Enabling Technology is Detector Arrays

Strategic Astrophysics Technology 2021 Dec 16 Bradford et al. KID Arrays – Maturation for Flight

j p l . n a s a . g o vFigure 2: TIM KID design and full quadrant. Top, Left shows pixel architecture. All features are
patterned in 30-nm thick aluminum film. Radiation incident from a single-mode (dual-pol) feedhorn is
absorbed in the “chain-link” inductor/absorber (dark blue). An interdigitated capacitor (red) sets the
resonance frequency, and a coplanar coupling capacitor (purple) couples the resonator to the microstrip
feedline (green). The three rings (cyan) surrounding the inductor/absorber form an optical choke, preventing
power loss to the substrate. The thin blue circle surrounding them indicates the size of the backshort, which
is created with a pocket etched from the back side and metallized. Top, Right shows the full 864-pixel
quadrant patterned on a 6-inch wafer and a zoom in of the 16-pixel unit cell. Red box shows the repeated
dog-leg structure integrated into the meandered inductor/absorber to provide optimal impedance matching
in both polarizations. Bottom, center & right shows the TIM quadrant test enclosure which houses the
above 864-pixel quadrant. The quadrant chip is located within the enclosure with a pin and slot and held fast
with spring-loaded pins pushing against bosses on the top plate (horn plate, currently dark). This system
is designed for balloon use, and may be suitable for flight, pending work in this program. Bottom, Left
shows our small array test enclosure which will be used to validate pixel designs and optical performance.

so can be varied across an array. The pixel pitches are based on the concept study designs,
and are typically smaller than used thus far at submillimeter and millimeter wavelengths.

1.5.3 Lumped-Element Aluminum KIDs – Background

A kinetic inductance detector (KID) [29] functions by sensing the (nonzero) AC impedance –
the “kinetic inductance” [30] – of the superconductor at RF or microwave frequencies. KIDs
are operated at temperatures well below the superconducting transition, so that nearly all
the conduction electrons are condensed into Cooper Pairs. The pairs have a binding or
“gap” energy of Eg = 2� ⇡ 3.5 kBTc, corresponding to a photon frequency of ⌫g = 2�/h ⇡
74GHz ⇥ (Tc/1K). This “gap frequency” is the minimum energy required for a photon
to break a Cooper pair. Photons with frequencies above ⌫g see the superconducting film
as a (dissipative) normal metal into which they are readily absorbed if properly impedance

1-6

KIDs are baseline for PRIMA.
Enables the large mapping speeds and simplifies observatory cryo design.
See Reinier Janssen talk on Friday to learn more about our balloon-borne KIDs, 
approaches to PRIMA KIDs, and some recent results from SRON.

Terahertz Sensing

Recent unpublished results SRON/TU Delft: Confidential

Farrah et al., A&A (2019) NbTiN on Si

Alu

SiN membrane

Antenna

C-loaded resonator

Readout line

J. Bueno et al., Appl. Phys. Lett  (2017)DOI: 10.1063/1.4985060

J. Baselmans et al., in preparation

NEP @ 1.55 THz using a thermal calibration source 

Recently improved the optical NEP to ~3⋅10-20 W/√Hz 

Using Leaky-lens antenna coupled Aluminium - NbTiN KIDs 
• Small volume Aluminium  
• Measured using thermal calibration source @ 1.55 THz 
• Conceptual design: 

TIM KIDs SRON latest results – exceeds requirements



Thank you!



Slit spectrometer maps to 2-D array 
with spatial & spectral dimensions

Slit:  1 x N beams on the sky.   N > 30.  
Circles indicate individual detector power patterns on the 
sky

Spatial direction e.g. 10 arcminutes at 100 microns

Spectral direction:  e.g. 70-120 microns in 100 bins



3/25/22, 11:00 AMSHARC-II Box scans

Page 1 of 2http://www.submm.caltech.edu/~sharc/operating/lissajous.htm

Lissajous Scan
For mapping areas of size on order the SHARC-II array field of view (2'x1'), or for observing point sources, we use a lissajous pattern. Starting from
the center of the map, the telescope modulates it's X and Y position with a different sine wave for each. X and Y are either azimuthal, equatorial, or
galactic coordinates, and the user is also free to choose the amplitudes and periods of the sine waves in each direction. The offsets, dx, and dy are
given by:

dx(t) = AX cos(2*pi*t/TX)
 
dy(t) = AY sin(2*pi*t/TY)

where:
AX,AY = amplitude in arcseconds
TX,TY = period in seconds

As it turns out, if the ratio of the periods can be expressed as a rational number, then the scan will be cyclical and repeatable. Because we would like
to prevent any periodic motion (we become unable to separate sky noise at those frequencies with true astronomical signal), we use ratios that are
irrational. 

 
Here we show the progress of the scan at 3 different times.  

Sample Lissajous commands

We tend to always use 10 minute integration times for lissajous scans. The UIP command and format is:

SWEEP AX TX /Y AY TY [/alt,/equ]

Size of uniform
coverage 

(arcseconds)

Size of uniform area in
units of # of 9" beams

UIP Command Comment

115x38 13x4 SWEEP 20 20 /Y 10 14.142 Our standard scan

77x29 8x3 SWEEP 38.8 20 /Y 14.6 14.142 Sweeps over 1/2 of the array

38x14 4x2 SWEEP 58.2 20 /Y 21.8 14.142 Sweeps over 2/3 of the array

** Sensitivity for the uniform coverage area is around 1Jy/sqrt(s) per beam 

The scan can be done in the alt-az or ra-dec coordinate frames (/altaz or /equ in UIP). 

Designing your own scan

We strongly recommend that you use one of the above example scans. However, Lissajous scans are much easier to design than box-scans, provided
one follows these simple guidelines:

1. You should use a ratio of periods that is an irrational number. We typically use sqrt(2)=1.414. 
2. The area of uniform coverage decreases as the scan amplitude increases. 

For example, assume you are doing an azimuthal scan. The SHARC-II long axis is 2', and aligned with azimuth. If
the AX amplitude is 20", then the width of uniform coverage is 2' - 2*20" = 1.3' 

3. When setting the amplitudes, keep in mind that the array is a rectangle, and roughly twice as wide as it is high. 
It is also worth thinking of the amplitude in units of pizel size (4.9"). 

PRIMA mapping (like submillimeter 



Slit spectrometer maps to 2-D array 
with spatial & spectral dimensions

3-3From First Light to Life

• Slit length on sky: at least 100 diffraction-limited beams for bands 1-5, and 75 beams for band 6 
(this provides margin – not all of this optical field is used in the baseline design because of readout 
limitations).

• Intrinsic spectrometer resolving power l/∆l of at least 300 over a 1:1.75 bandwidth.
• Strehl >80% (goal >90%) imaging to a focal plane that images a 1.15 l/D spatial × R=300 spectral 

element (band-averaged) onto an area no smaller than 0.25 mm2 (to enable multiplexed detector 
readout).
No constraints are placed on distortion in the focal plane (or ‘smile’), the non-linearity of a single 

spatial position’s spectrum as imaged by the system, since the system has a 2D focal plane that can be 
customized to the optical configuration. $e size and mass of the short-wavelength gratings are driven 
primarily by the pixel pitch and thus the array size, while the long-wavelength modules are driven by 
the size of the grating. Figure 3-2 shows the shortest and longest of the grating module designs. No-
tional detector array formats are tabulated for each band in Table 3-1, under the assumption of 1.13 fl 
sampling spatially by R=300 sampling spectrally. $is proof of concept design is not currently opti-
mized. As is typical of wideband grating systems that use a large incidence angle, the systems are highly 
anamorphic, with spatial f/# much faster (∼2×) than the spectral f/#. Pixels are therefore rectangular, 
elongated in the spatial direction. Additionally, the physical size of an R=300 bin changes across the 
band, so each focal plane will have at least two spectral pitches across the full band to preserve a given 
fractional bandwidth per pixel – the tabulated spectral pitches are average values.

Interferometer Design: $e design of the interferometer (Figure 3-3) is driven by the need to 
incorporate high spectral resolution at the long OSS wavelengths while maintaining the excellent 
sensitivity and multi-band capability of the base grating suite. $e approach is to intercept and in-
terfere the light from a small field before sending it to the grating modules for detection. $is insures 
that the excellent sensitivity to spectral lines provided by the R=ν/δν = 300 detector bandwidth is 
preserved; the system can be considered as an extreme implementation of a band-limited Fourier 
Transform Spectrometer (FTS).

$e baseline design has a 30 cm physical throw providing 2.4 meters of optical path difference 
between the arms of the interferometer. $is provides a wavelength-dependent maximum resolving 
power of 43,000 x [112 microns / λ], which provides a good match to expected linewidths of the HD 
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Figure 3-2: Grating module designs for Bands 1 (left) and 6 (right), the shortest and longest-wavelength bands in OSS. In both cases the 
f/14.4 telescope focus is shown,  positioned at the input slit for band 6, and the conjugate to it for Band 1. The grating optical designs and 
focal-plane dimensions shown here represent larger focal planes than are currently baselined (pixel count is limited by readout), and the 
optics accommodate these, thereby allowing for an upscope. Band 1 in particular can accommodate a large slit – up to 250 beams. The Band 
6 focal plane uses the four spatial !elds above and below the center, which is obscured by the grating.

Fig 2 Grating module designs for Bands 1 (left) and 6 (right), the shortest and longest-wavelength bands in OSS. In
both cases the f/14.4 telescope focus is shown, positioned at the input slit for band 6, and the conjugate to it for Band
1. The grating optical designs and focal-plane dimensions shown here represent larger focal planes than are currently
baselined (pixel count is limited by readout), and the optics accommodate these, thereby allowing for an upscope.
Band 1 in particular can accommodate a large slit up to 250 beams. The Band 6 focal plane uses the four spatial fields
above and below the center, which is obscured by the grating.

Table 1 OSS R=300 Grating Backends
Parameter Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Dtel sclg
� [µm] 25–44 42–74 71–124 119–208 200–350 336–589
Beam size [arcsec] 1.41 2.38 4.0 6.7 11.3 19.0 / D�1

Slit length [arcmin] 2.7 4.0 4.7 7.9 10.7 13.6 / D�1

Instantaneous FOV [sq deg] 1.43e-5 3.5e-5 7.2e-5 2.0e-4 4.6e-4 9.7e-4 / D�2

Array size [mm], spectral ⇥ spatial 67⇥78 67⇥57 67⇥62 210⇥115 210⇥141 255⇥127
Array format spectral ⇥ spatial 168⇥95 168⇥83 168⇥60 168⇥60 168⇥48 140⇥36
Pixel pitch [mm], spectral ⇥ spatial 0.40⇥0.81 0.40⇥0.69 0.40⇥1.0 1.25⇥1.9 1.25⇥2.9 1.5⇥3.5

Per-beam sensitivities — includes
p
2⇥ penalty for chopping / modulation (w/ OST FSM)

Point source line sens [Wm
�2, 5�, 1h] 5.0e-21 3.9e-21 3.3e-21 3.7e-21 3.2e-21 5.9e-21 / D�2

Line surf bright sens [Wm
�2

sr
�1, 5�, 1h] 1.7e-10 4.7e-11 1.4e-11 5.6e-12 1.7e-12 1.0e-12 / D0

Point source R=4 cont. sens [µJy, 5�, 1h] 2.5 3.2 4.6 8.7 12. 39. / D�2

Point source mapping speeds — here perfect background subtraction is assumed
Map. spd [deg2/(10�19

Wm
�2

)
2/sec] 3.2e-6 1.3e-5 3.7e-5 8.2e-5 2.6e-4 1.5e-4 / D2

Map. spd [deg2/[µJy]2/sec] 1.3e-9 1.9e-9 1.9e-9 1.5e-9 1.6e-9 3.5e-10 / D2

Pt. sce map depth, given field, given time see example tables below / D�1

Intensity mapping sensitivity (noise. equiv. intensity / sqrt(Nbeams))
NEI /

p
Nmodes [MJy/sr/

p
sec], 1� 0.57 0.29 0.17 0.11 0.063 0.075 / D0

Numbers are for the Origins 5.9-meter telescope, they can be scaled per the last column, under the
assumption that the number of pixels (the optical A⌦ or étendu) is fixed. Notes: Sensitivities assume
single-polarization instruments with a product of cold transmission and detector efficiency of 0.25, and an
aperture efficiency of 0.72. Field of view is based on number of beams and a solid angle of ⇡

4 ln 2 ✓
2
FWHM,

where ✓FWHM is 1.13�/D, appropriate for an assumed 10dB edge taper. Pixel pitches are average values
for each band (see text).

• Strehl >80% (goal >90%) imaging to a focal plane that images a 1.15 �/D spatial ⇥R=300125

spectral element (band-averaged) onto an area no smaller than 0.25 mm2 (to enable multi-126

plexed detector readout).127

7

Example design for Band 1, in progress. 
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To illustrate the transformative power of Origins, Figure 1-26 shows its mass sensitivity as a func-
tion of the expected range of water vapor/ice mass and evolutionary stage. Table 1-10 summarizes the 
primary science objectives related to the goal to understand the development of habitable conditions. 
!ese objectives and the measurements required to accomplish them are described in detail in the 
following sections.

Table 1-11: Water Trail Requirements Flow
Science Objective 1

Measure the water abundance at all evolutionary stages of planet formation and across the range of stellar mass tracing water vapor and ice at all temperatures 
between 10 and 1000 K.

Science Observable
Integrated !uxes and resolved pro"les of water emission lines for planet-forming disks within 400 pc.
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Figure 1-27: Origins provides access to critical molecular tracers, including the HD J=1-0 line at 112 μm, and nearly the full H2O rotational 
spectrum. The wavelength range includes warm water lines between 25 and ~100 μm, and the ground state lines at 179.5 μm and 538 μm. Origins observers will 
use these tracers to quantify the gas mass and the location of water in planet-forming disks. The model protoplanetary disk spectrum above is based on Blevins et al. 
2016, rendered at 4-660 μm and at a uniform 6 km s-1 spectral resolving power, and for a disk distance of 125 pc. Previous spectroscopic observations of disks with 
Spitzer and Herschel were under-resolved, and therefore did not show the dramatic line-to-continuum ratios to be revealed by Origins.

Also shown is a schematic of the di$erent water regions in a planet-forming disk. The main regions include inner disk warm water vapor, midplane ice, and outer disk 
cold (photo-evaporated) water vapor. Origins will probe the water and gas mass content throughout the disk.  (credit: K. Pontoppidan & M. McClure).

Science Requirements
To quantify the water content in planet-forming disks, Origins must be able to perform high-resolution spectroscopy of water lines between 25 and 580 μm with a 
line sensitivity of 5x10-21 W/m2 in 1 hour (5σ). The minimum required spectral resolving power is 25,000. Line tomography of water in nearby disks requires spectral 
resolving powers of at least 200,000 at 179.5 μm and a line sensitivity of 1.5x10-19 W/m2 (5σ).

Water spectrum and HD (mass tracer) unique to far-IR
Question for PRIMA: how does this science scales 
with spectral resolving power.   Integrate with 
observatory in optimized manner.

One approach: Pick 
off small field 
common to all slits.  
Process through FTS 
and re-insert into 
beam to be detected 
by grating 
spectrometers.

Targeting R of a few 
thousand across the 
band.

Line sensitivity will 
be degraded 
somewhat relative 
to grating:  e.g. 2x

R value to be 
determined.  Larger 
R increases 
instrument volume, 
mass

High Resolution Spectroscopy with PRIMA 



Imaging with PRIMA

• Powerful opportunity for:
• Wide-field coverage:  tens to hundreds of square degrees.
• Excellent depth, can resolve the CIB at ~50-100 microns.
• Narrow-band spectrophotometry (figure), can provide PAH redshifts.
• Multi-band dust polarimetry.

• Collaborating with French (D. Burgarella / L. Ciesla, et al.) / Dutch (W. Jellema / P. Roelfsema)
consortium that is working to develop PRIMA imager in Europe.

J. Glenn



PRIMA
The PRobe far-Infrared Mission for Astrophysics

Imaging / Polarimetry:  ~10 to 300 μm

• Mapping speed: ~10 (!"#
!
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./0

-
(Extragalactic confusion limited for 𝞴>70 μm).

PRIMA factsheet version 1.1, 22 Feb 2022

Line Surface Brightness Sensitivity
(for mapping ISM in Milky Way & nearby gals., low-res mode)

300
900

600

Low-res mode

Low-res mode

Medium-resolution capability using 
addition to low-resolution gratings:
same 25-330 μm band.
• Available resolving power:  up to 
5000-8000.
• Sensitivity range: 5𝜎, 1 hour of 10-19

to 2x10-18 W/m2 per spectral resolution 
element (or unresolved line).
• Mapping speed in medium-res mode: 
modest, to be determined, depends on 
R desired.  

Base low-resolution spectroscopy w/ wideband gratings:  ~25 to 330 μm.
• Resolving power 60 to 250.
• Unprecedented line surface brightness sensitivity (bottom center figure).
• Spectral-line sensitivity when pointed:  5𝜎, 1 hour of  5x10-20 to 2x10-19 W/m2 (top right).
• Full instantaneous coverage of at least one ~octave bandwidth spectrometer band at a 
time, multiple bands simultaneously on source is a goal.
• Mapping speed: 10-1 to 10-4 sq degrees per hour to 3x10-19 W/m2  (bottom right figure).

Potential instrumentation capabilities:

Contact with questions: 
Jason Glenn   (jason.glenn@nasa.gov),
Matt Bradford   (matt.bradford@jpl.nasa.gov)

Preliminary

Preliminary

Preliminary

A community-driven general-observer-accessible far-IR-optimized 
observatory for 2030.
• JPL implementation lead, GSFC key contributions.
• International partnerships in development.
• A cryogenic telescope with a target aperture of 2-3 meters.
Science and hardware formulation underway – inputs welcome.

Scale by depth^-2

mailto:jason.glenn@nasa.gov
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Low-surface brightness Line 
mapping. NGC 7331 

[CII] map from SOFIA FIFI-
LS.  Sutter & Fadda 2022
4.5 hours flight time.

Single line, Limited to 
bright, dense gas.

PRIMA will be thousands 
of times faster, measuring 
CII cooling in galaxy halos 
and outer disks.   
Comparison with HI 
provides cooling per 
baryon.   Other lines also 
measured at the same 
time. 

HI from THINGS VLA survey

10 sigma, 1 second, PRIMA, 
per beam! 


